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2  QUESTION ONE (COMPULSORY) – 30 MARKS a) Define each of the following terms as used in Complex Analysis i) Principal argument ii) Complex limit        (4 marks) b) Sketch the disk represented by 220 ≤−< Z hence i) State the deleted neighbourhood    (4 marks) ii) State any two boundary points     (1 mark) iii) State any two points in the neighbourhood of the disk (1 mark) c) Compute the nthroot for the ( )313 i− , hence sketch an appropriate circle indicating the roots w0, w1, and w2.      (4 marks) d) Find the image of a line x= 3 under the complex mapping 2zw =  for w,z∈C, hence sketch the line and its image under the mapping   (4 marks) e) Express i−1  in exponential form using the principal argument. (4 marks) f) Describe all the  transformations represented by a complex mapping iizzf 322)( +−=         (4 marks) g) Evaluate the line integral ( )∫ += c ydyxdxI  where  C comprises the triangle O(0,1), A(1,2) and  C(0,0)      (4 marks)   QUESTION TWO (20 MARKS) a) Prove that if a Complex Function ),(),()( yxivyxuzf +=  is analytic at any point z, and in the domain D,then the Laplace’s Equation 02222
=
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∂ yuxu , can be verified.         (6 marks) b) Find the derivative of 13 2 +iz iz       (4 marks) c) Solve for w, given the complex function iew
+= 3  for w,∈C. (6 marks) d) Compute the principal value of the complex logarithm zln for iz += 2            (4 marks)  QUESTION THREE (20 MARKS) a) State  and prove De-Moivre’s Theorem hence use it to  evaluate ( )52 i+ , giving your answer in the form bia + , ∈ba, R   (8 marks) b) Show that the nth of unity are given by ( ) )1,.....(2,1,0,sincos1 221

−=−= nki nknkn ππhence exaluate the cube root of unity     (6 marks) 



3  c) Use the definition of the derivative of a complex function to determine the derivative of zzzf 2)( 2 −=  in the region where the derivative exists.            (6 marks)  QUESTION FOUR (20 MARKS) a) Find the value of ( )ii31+       (5 marks) b) Given that θθθ sincos ie i += for any Real Number θ , prove that zize iz sincos +=  for any complex number z.   (5 marks) c) Solve the compex quadratic equation  02 =+− iziz               (5 marks)  d) Evaluate the integral dzz zc∫ + 252 , where C is the circle 42 =− iz  using the Cauchy’s integral formular.      (5 marks)   QUESTION FIVE (20 MARKS) a) Evaluate ∫ dzz1 , where  Cis the circle tx cos= , tx sin=  for π20 ≤≤ t             (4 marks)   b) Given ( )881 sincos ππ iz +=  and ( )85852 sincos3 ππ iz +=  determine the value of  a) 21zz   b) 21 zz  giving your answer in the form bia +     (4 marks)   c) Stae  L’Hopital’s Rule  and use it to compute   22 42 51lim +−

+

+→ zz zziz       (6 marks) d) Given the complex function ),(),()( yxivyxuzf += , verify that the function yxyxyxu 53),( 23 −−= is harmonic hence find ),( yxv the harmonic conjugate u,Hence find the corresponding analytic function ivuzf +=)( . (6 marks) 


